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has called Norway the world’s most iconic destination 

and it is easy to see why. From the breathtaking fjords

of Western Norway to the mysterious phenomena that is 

the Northern Lights, Norway has the ability to both fascinate 

and inspire 

For many years the more intrepid travelers amongst the

Superyacht fraternity have ventured North to see what Norway

has to offer, but this has often been a journey into the unknown

in comparison with the better known cruising destinations of the

Mediterranean and the Caribbean.

In order to make this unspoiled utopia an easier place to

cruise, several highly-respected business people have joined forces

to create Superyacht Norway – a collective effort to represent

superyacht-friendly destinations in Fjord Norway. 

Their aim is to welcome owners, guests, captains and crew

of the world's finest superyachts to the region, where they can

experience this kingdom of fjords, steep mountains, waterfalls,

glaciers and last but not least, the local people working and living

in this unique area of natural beauty which has been listed as a

UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

To start the ball rolling, seven destinations have been

chosen to showcase Fjord Norway to the Superyacht Industry:

Bekkjarvik, Rosendal, Lofthus, Bergen, Bakka/Gudvangen,

Aurland/Flåm and Skjolden.

Some might imagine Norway as a snow-covered tundra

where everyone travels by skis. In reality the country is blessed

with a fabulous mixture of weather that is a true reflection of the

seasons. If you visit from mid-May to late-August you might be

surprised at just how many hours of sunshine there are. 

Superyacht Norway has invested heavily in creating 

an online presence, with a hugely interactive website which 

will carry all the details needed to plan fascinating itineraries for 

7, 10 or 14 day cruises in Fjord Norway and the surrounding 

regions as well as full berth details including tidal information and

sailing distances.

Over the course of the coming years, it is hoped that other

Norwegian ports will join the venture, plugging-in seamlessly to
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take advantage of the extensive marketing set-up and, in turn, offer further

seamless return trips for their prestigious guests. 

Each of the destinations represented have many years experience in

creating varied excursions in the surrounding areas. Such is the diversity of

activities on offer that, in just a few days, you could visit an industrial

aquaculture farm, join a typical Fjord Norwegian family in a private home

visit, fish for salmon or trout, undertake Nordic walking through wonderous

landscapes, go white-water rafting or throw yourself off a mountain

attached to a parachute. If you want to fit in some skiing or glacier climbing

you can do that too, even in the middle of summer!

Superyacht Norway will also work with luxury travel designers including

the Virtuoso and Signature Travel Networks. Irrespective of which Norwegian

shipping agent you choose, Superyacht Norway offers a complete service

including for destinations that are not yet part of the venture.

And don't think you need to own or charter a vessel to take advantage

of this amazing destination! Although it is fantastic to experience Fjord

Norway onboard a yacht, there are many great hotels available for shorter

or longer holiday-stays in the Western Fjord region.

Contact: www.superyachtnorway.com for further details.
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VISIT FJORD NORWAY

Norway is a country
famous for its spellbinding
panoramas and unspoiled

natural beauty
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